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by Jaclyn Moriarty

by Rick Riordan

A competition between the Orphanage
School students and their rivals from a
posh boarding school forces enemies to
become allies when war is declared,
threatening citizens with supernatural
abductions and a deadly magical flu.

Joining his friends at Camp Jupiter in the
San Francisco Bay Area, Apollo prepares
for a desperate last stand against the evil
Triumvirate of Roman emperors only to be
confronted by a forgotten Roman ruler of
devastating power.
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by Jon Scieszka

by Melissa Sarno

AstroWolf, LaserShark, SmartHawk and
StinkBug are animals that have been
hybridized to find other planets for
humans to live on once we've ruined
Earth. So off they rocket to the Plant
Planet!

Since her father's death, Cora, twelve,
longs for a permanent home for herself,
her special-needs sister, and their mother
while navigating middle school and
studying trees using her father's field
notes
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by Mac Barnett

by Elise Gravel

When all the ravens are stolen from the
Tower of London, secret agent Mac is
dispatched on a rescue mission in
Iceland, where he confronts his KGB
nemesis.

When her beloved Olgamus companion,
Meh, gives birth to seven adorable
babies, science-loving Olga finds herself
juggling the considerable challenges of
feeding and cleaning her new charges.
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by Lauren Tarshis

A reunion among the Stowe siblings is
interrupted by changes in group
dynamics and a journey to the seven
islands, where Thisbe continues rescue
efforts before considering a devastating
sacrifice.

A latest entry in the best-selling series
draws on extensive historical research in
the story of a young witness and survivor
of a catastrophic tank failure that flooded
Boston with 3 million gallons of molasses.

by Lisa McMann
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Best friends

by James Patterson

A follow-up to Real Friends finds Shannon
embarking on a promising sixth grade
year before the constantly changing rules
of her best friend’s in-crowd make her
question whether popularity is worth the
trouble.

A sequel to The Genius Experiment finds
Max and her companions traveling to
India to help a Mumbai village through a
water crisis, only to be targeted by a
corporate kidnapper connected to a spy
inside the Change Makers.

by Shannon Hale

